
 
What is your suggestion? 
 
Thoughts. 
If we apply for our patent, it will not be published by INPI before 18 months, but as Mr Doubledry is 
probably not used to make patent watching as it is his first patent, he will not know about it before 2 
years. So there none of us would be able to make a good machine without a negotiation. 
If we launch our new product, he will immediately be informed. 
If I try to negotiate now a license on his patent, he will understand the value of his invention, and or 
will refuse, or will ask for a big amount which could help him to develop his business. 
If we wait that he discovers that his system doesn’t work, and do not tell him that who know how to 
make it work, he could ask for a reasonable fee for a license, convinced to cheat us by selling 
something which doesn’t work. 
 
There is usually not one good strategy, there are choices and risks to take which could be profitable 
or not. 
 
 
 
What we did: 
We applied for our patent.  
We prepared all the drawings, part lists, documents and toolings to be able to produce.  
We prepared all the commercial and marketing tools. And kept a total secret specifically toward our 
sales network. Because the salesmen are talkative. 
We asked all our sales network to inform us about all his sales on their territories, without 
mentioning the turning heat. 
And we put a close watch on his patent. 
And we have waited. 
 
What we expected. 
That sooner or later he would be informed that his system didn’t work, so that he give up his patent, 
or that we could negotiate a cheap licence by acting as a naïve (I am very good at that game) 
 
What happened? 
He didn’t pay his last annuity. He had 6 months more to pay with an extra tax, but he didn’t. So the 
patent felt into the public domain. 
At the next Trades show we launched our new product, and got a good success.  
And I asked him why he didn’t pay the patent annuity.  
His answer was incredible: because he sold none, without marketing promotion. 
 
This remarkable man could have stopped his business few years later and retire with an honourable 
pension. But his son coming from a good Business School convinced him to hire him as Commercial 
director and borrow money to develop a complete range of products, to compete directly against 
Dubix which was 10 times bigger. As he was unable to control the high level of technology needed, 
that lead him to a disastrous bankruptcy with an enormous personal debts. Sad ! 
 
 


